Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship International - Raleigh Chapter
presents

Sacred Geometry and Healing
“Jeannie’s lecture on Sacred Geometry and Healing
was incredibly insightful, going beneath the surface,
uncovering extremely valuable information about
sacred geometry applications that are not found
anywhere on the planet.”
On April 1, 2004, Rev. Jeannie Montague will present
her work with Genonetics, the use of sacred geometric forms for
healing and spiritual growth.
Two- and three-dimensional geometric forms have been
used and studied throughout human history. They were in use
long before the time of the Greeks, but one particular set of five
three-dimensional forms has been given the name “Platonic
solids.” According to Robert Lawler in Sacred Geometry, they
were so named because Plato believed these forms were the
beginning shapes involved in creation.
The five Platonic solids are the tetrahedron or threesided pyramid, the hexahedron or cube, the octahedron or the
complete four-sided pyramid, the dodecahedron, and the
icosahedron. These forms along with other mathematical
symbols and language can be looked upon as mathematical
names of God, or symbols and archetypes that belong to the
collective consciousness of the universe.
In her engaging manner, Jeannie will explore how
geometric forms such as the Platonic solids can be used in the
areas of spirituality and health. For instance, which shapes help
with breathing difficulties or assist in detoxifying the body?
Which could help you fuse with your Holy Guardian Angel?
There are geometric forms that can support a new project and
give it an energetic punch, help in a psychological crisis, and
can assist one while doing regression work. Other forms can
help with various physical problems. Jeannie will also share
information about methods to aid in forming the Sacred Phoenix,
which connects you to your highest guidance.
The lecture will include experiential time for you to try
out the energy of the geometric forms for yourself.
Jeannie Montague, an ordained minister through the
Light of Christ Community Church, has a strong interest and
background in the sciences. She has a B.S. in zoology, with a
minor in chemistry, 5 years experience in graduate research
labs, and 13 years teaching in public schools.
A certified Reiki master, Jeannie is also certified in
polarity therapy, psychography, pastoral counseling, spiritual
healing and intuitive counseling. Jeannie specializes in noninvasive bioenergetic therapies, mind/body therapies and
teaching, as well as life-and-death transformational work.
Please note: This lecture will not be taped.

Jeannie
Montague
Thursday, April 1, 2004
Meeting - 7:15 p.m.
Early Meditation - 6:30 p.m.
Healing Sessions Available
Rev. Jeannie Montague will be
offering healing sessions on April 2, 3
and 4. Several modalities are available.
If there is sufficient interest, she will also
offer sessions on April 7 and 8.
For more information or to
schedule a session, contact Abbie Emory
at 872-4409 or SFFRaleigh@aol.com.

2004 Calendar of Events
May 6, 2004 - Ron Scarbrough,
Platform Mediumship andPsychic
Detective Work
June 2, 2004 - Donna Gulick,
The Energy Culture of Integral
Spirituality and You
July, 2004 - No meeting
http://www.spiritual-frontiers.com/

The Thursday evening lecture will be in the Community United Church of Christ at the corner of Wade Ave. and Dixie Trail, Raleigh, NC.

